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About This Game

In Lost Bros simultaneously control three independent characters as they travel through time to save their kidnapped friend.
Gunman, Shieldman, and Swordman must cooperate with unique abilities to traverse dangerous puzzles and fight monstrous
baddies. Inspired by Blizzard's The Lost Vikings and classic 80s time travel movies like Bill and Ted's Excellent Adventure and

Time Bandits. Ultra hard trial and error game play may test your patience.

Various Alternate game modes that help explore the concept of controlling 3
with 1.

Steam achievements.
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Speed Run Steam Leaderboards (separate for normal and hard difficulties).

Nine distinct time periods that can be tackled in any order.

Epic boss battles.

Unique and challenging game play.

Xbox360 controller support (recommended)
  (Xbox One controller works only with the right drivers)

21 homemade audio tracks.

Friendly Fire.

Retro pixel art.

Steep learning curve.

Powered by Unity.

Art, music, programming, and design all done by one person.

Unlockables to increase character power.
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Title: Lost Bros
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Wheat Muffin Games
Publisher:
Wheat Muffin Games
Release Date: 25 Feb, 2016
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The worst game I ever have played ahahaha there's not even multiplayer. My initial experiences of this game so far have been
quite good overall. I'm enjoying the game and the community is great.

I'd like to see some more features, and particularly the match engine improved. Of course it's an Early Access game, I have
realistic expectations. I know things will take a bit of time to fully come together but the vision for this game has me really
excited about what the future holds.. Talked to a CAT
The cat told me that i am cute while moaning seductively
10\/10. Honestly, even at $3 this was a waste. Extremely frustrating ramp in difficulty. I've attempted four times on the first
mission and become overrun each time. Checking the other reviews, I'm not alone.

Do not buy unless you've absolutely mastered this game at the highest difficulties.. Ahhhhhhhhhh the glorious years of Dungeon
Crawlers...

If Legend of Grimrock resurrected this style with great success, few others tried with more or less achievement, to renew it
adding concepts like MMO fight style, rogue-like, lots of talk, ...

Heroes of the Monkey Tavern has chosen the simplicity, most of the time with success.

I would advise this game for beginners to the genre or to those who want to have fun without getting a headache!. Fun little
Match 3 type game. A clicker clicker clicker tyow, not a swap type. So be ready to get finger cramps from clicking, lol!
Very pretty graphics, for an older gmae, not the most graphically intense. But pretty enough.

Strange storyline, but somehow compelling. Ignore the story and just click click click click...

Cheevos are easy to get if you kust want an easy "Perfect game". Trading Card dropped as they shouldm but had very small gem
value to them, if you are concerned about that.

I got it on sale, really cheap. Not sure I would recommend paying full price for this, but if you like clicker type match 3's, at
50% off or better, cheaper than slapping quarters into an arcade gameat the Mall.

Really no replayablility for me. Once was enough. Shortish game, but for what I paid for it, it was worth the quarters I spent.
Great time killer, cheaper than renting a B movie on cable pay-per-view.

7/10- only because I got it for something like 75% off, and it gave me almost 2 1/2 hours of casual time killing for a buck..
Unsurprising and forgettable.
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A poor mobile port that is only good if it's on <0.5$ sale AND you really (like really-REALLY) love this genre, but had not
tried it before.. OMG so fun we normally play strategy games but when we are all to drunk to do that this game is a blast kinda
wierd to map to a keyboard but once you get used to controles so much fun!!!
. Firstly, the game is played in a way that is not unlike Torment: Tides of Numenera, you can deal with various crisis events with
means of persuasion, bluff, sneak, cooperation or even research rather than combat. This greatly enriches your gaming
experience.

Secondly, the length of the story is very satisfactory. You get to enjoy a fulfilling and immersive epic adventure without feeling
you don't get your money's worth.

Thirdly, the companions are well written and team building are integrated perfectly.

Now, cons:
Even though Kyle Marquis never failed to amaze us with his world creating ability, the story could use more work. Some of the
writing felt rushed and sloppy to me. It would be great if more polish was done before the release of the game.

Secondly, you only have two companions on your adventure and they are also the only two romance options in book one of
planned trilogy. I realized that the author may want to put more work to make those two believable and likable characters, but
what if we just don't like them? We'll have to put up with them for the entire story. We should have more options such as which
one to take and more companions rather than a magic user and an assassin, but I guess this could be improved in the sequels.

Lastly, I personally don't appreciate getting my feelings played by the author. Namely there is a very likable character who will
get killed no matter how hard you try. At first, the author insinuates the importance and the potential for becoming your travel
companion of this character, and then just like that he kills that character because "that's how the story goes", this kind of thing
is becoming so cliche and infuriating that you wish you would never see it in any rpg games. A good rpg game especially a text-
based one needs to make feel you have a choice or at least the illusion of one, otherwise it only serves to anger the players
because WE are supposed to the heroes in charge of the story, not some puppets controlled by the whim of the author.

Anyway, this is still a good game, but Kyle Marquis could really do a lot better.. Quite good fun, but not as stylish or challenging
as the original game. Disappointing, but still worth playing if you are nostalgic for the original Speedball 2 from 1990. Actually
the gameplay is good, even if you never heard of the original. I'd rather play this than Rocket League.. When you couldn't afford
for flying school. Amazing proof of concept, great fin and shows the potential of the Vive - This needs to be applied to Harry
Potter! Come on JK, with the horrible games that have been licenced look at the potential here!. Recommened only if you have
irl friends. It feels like there is a potential for a good game but dull colours combined with absolutely terrible coma-inducing
music make it difficult to focus on what's going on. I suppose that it very well may be original music from the period, prolly
some classic composer too, but for me it feels like a poor choice for a background music in a military game. Shadowhand (being
also a solitaire) has also a classical-theme music background but it's so much better.. There wasn't enough visual silliness in this
instalment, so.... This game is as silly as angry birds. It's family friendly puzzle with realtime physics. You have to build bridges
out of limited wooden tringles in order to help two rats on their journey to achieve world domination collect all the cheese.
Careful consideration of wight, resource management and basic creativity are key to succes.
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